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WALDEN MINI MAGIC MODEL 6'8" DUAL
CORE FCSII
Code: WADC-MM0608-201

€ 998,00

WALDEN MINI MAGIC MODEL 6&#39;8" DUAL CORE FCSII

6&#39;8" x 21" x 2,75" - 46,1 litri

The Mini Magic Dual-Core is a scaled-down version of Walden&#39;s famous Magic Model. This is a good choice for a smaller
surfer, people who are transitioning from a shortboard to a longboard or vice versa - longboarders wanting to go shorter while still
maintaining some volume and float. The Dual-Core gives the Mini Magic the best of both styles of construction with PolyUrethane
on the rails and EPS in the Center. The PU foam is laminated to the EPS with a TPU material which provides more pop and
response.
Like the bigger Magic Model, the hull has a unique design, the front 1/2 of the hull is concave, and this single concave transitions
into a double concave in the rear 1/3 and ends towards the tail that has a moderate “V”. The rails are hard. The concave nose
adds lift and stability, perfect for nose riding. The double-concaved hull and hard rails make the board fast, stable, responsive, and
maneuverable in all conditions. This board performs as well as slow surf as it does on speedy beach breaks. The Mini Magic
maneuvers well out of turns while maintaining a forgiving nature, and is an excellent nose rider too.

1. Fused Cell EPS Core (Dual-Core w/PU Rails) // Closed cell EPS core provides more response + Flotation
2. Clear HD-Epoxy Resin // Epoxy resin system with high thermo-mechanical performances
3. High Quality E-Glass Fiberglass // E-glass has the highest strength to weight ratio available
4. Full Biax Deck Patch (45° / -45°) // The Biax fiberglass distributes power + protects from dings
5. Pop-Flex Stringer (TPU) // TPU adds pop + feel / EVA adds dampening + feel
6. PU Foam Rail Inserts (Dual-Core w/EPS Center)// PU rails adds drive in and out of turns + swing weight for airs
7. Carbon Stringer // Distributes power + protects from dings + adds break strength
8. Carbon Tail Patches // Distributes power to the fins + protects from toe/heel dings
9. Patented Technology // An exclusive technology by Surftech
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